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Publisher's
Note
Dear Readers,
Surfing has been an ever-present way of life among Maldivians.
Growing up, we’ve heard age-old stories of people riding waves on dried
breadfruit planks. Nevertheless, surfing was generally not a welcomed sport,
and its history and progress has never been completely documented. As
more Maldivians started picking up surfing and more surfers started visiting
the country, surfing in the Maldives has an active community and industry;
the general perspective of the sport has been elevated. Today, surfers hold
national competitions, participate in international ones, run surf camps and
surf shops at local islands, resorts and safaris and work together to protect
and preserve the ocean, the waves and the environment.
With all this, we are thrilled to present you with Dhevihifaafa Surf
Magazine- the first-ever surf exclusive magazine in the Maldives.
Within this first issue, we bring you the tale of how modern surfing
reached the Maldives and how surfing here evolved up to this day. We look
at Women’s surfing in the country through the stories and thoughts of some
local women surfers and how it has changed the cultural norms.
Ryan Thoyyib shares how his love for surfing and the ocean led him
to attain a degree in Surf Science and work at one of the most established
| surf camps in the Maldives. Surfer, Personal Trainer, Nutrition and Sports
Rehab Coach Ms. Dhafeena Hassan gives you an introduction to Surf Fitnessan essential guide to keeping fit if you are a surfer or if you wish to try
out surfing.
We sat down with Ismail Miglal to learn about Raalhu Edhuru- a
mobile surf school that has been a vital part in promoting surfing amongst
youngsters throughout the country in recent years. We also look into the
efforts of Plastic Noon Gotheh, a local NGO that works to reduce plastic
consumption and seeks alternatives to plastics used in everyday life.
For the people out there surfing and all who love the ocean and it’s
splendors we give you some truly Maldivian options to choose your gift or
souvenir to take back home. You will also find out how waves come together
so well in North Male’ Atoll.
We hope you enjoy reading through and learn something that you
didn’t know happened here. We will continue to bring you the tales and truths
about surfing here that have eluded many.
Read up, get stoked and go surf.
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The island lies 17 miles from the
capital city Malé, and sports some of the best
surf the atoll can produce.
The governing island of North Malé Atoll, Thulusdhoo, is about as good as it
gets for a surfer, be it local or foreign. The island lies 17 miles from the
capital city Malé, and sports some of the best surf the atoll can
produce. You can get there by local ferry; the ride, a gentle scenic cruise,
or take the faster route by booking yourself a seat on one of the speedboat
services run by Thulusdhoo locals and other business owners.
Thulusdhoo used to be just a small village and fishing was the main
thing, although the island’s past had seen ample other economic activities like fiberglass boat building and warehousing dried fish for export. The
island also houses an aerated water factory, the Coca Cola plant and even
a garment factory that has long since closed down.
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Cokes, which got its name from the Coca Cola
factory that's on the island, is a right-hander that
breaks off a small rocky island sharing the lagoon
with mainland Thulusdhoo. The small island is an

LOCAL TOU R IS M
AN D N E W OPPORTU N ITI ES

ideal place for surfers to paddle out from.
In 2009, things changed. The government made changes to regulations
and tourists were finally allowed to stay on local islands. Prior to that, tourists
could only visit inhabited islands for day trips while their stays happened
exclusively on luxury resorts.
For the locals of Thulusdhoo, this shift created new employment
opportunities. The people of the island could now build guesthouses or
inns for tourists, and this in turn proved to be a great source of income.
As for the tourists, being able to stay on the island meant they could
experience and soak in the local way of life on a more personal level. Other
amenities such as water-sports centres, surf schools, cafés, eateries together with a growing music scene, also started bringing weekend visitors

TH E
WAVES

from Malé, and with all this happening, Thulusdhoo began to prosper.

A stroll through the island would reveal that most of the island’s tourist
businesses are on the eastern side of the island; where the ocean is pristine
and divine, and standing on the beach you will witness what makes this
island such a treasure for surfers, the wave called Cokes.
Cokes, which got its name from the Coca Cola factory on the
island, is a right-hander that breaks off a small rocky island sharing the
lagoon with mainland Thulusdhoo. The small island is an ideal place for
surfers to paddle out from. It also has benches and seating areas made from
planks of wood for spectators and photographers.
On smaller days, the waves break closer to the island making it a
short, fun ride but when Cokes dishes out sizeable surf, it breaks further out
and starts almost at the tip or corner of the reef, extending outwards
from the nearby small island. The waves break into two sections. The first
stretching out as a huge wall, and the latter forming into a hollow liquid cavern in the shallow end of the reef.
Across the channel is the island of Kuda Villingili, and this one’s
wave is called Chickens because for a great many years the island had a
functioning chicken farm. The wave itself is not for chickens, though. It’s a long
left-hander that gives you walls to hack and barrels to squeeze into. Surfers
are likely to have their legs feeling like jelly if they ride one all the way to the
end. Unlike Cokes, this wave starts breaking out in deeper water and ends right
at the mouth of the channel.
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The surfing paradise that’s Thulusdhoo
has in fact produced many generations of
surfers; each generation more radical
than the last.
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TH U LUS DHOO
SU R FE RS

THULUSDHOO LOCAL, TAKI, CASHING IN ON A GOOD DAY. PHOTO: NAHSHAL NASIR

When surf safari boats first started making their way to Thulusdhoo in the
late 80’s and early 90’s, they would always be greeted by the local groms
who were having a piece of the action in the channel; where the surf is small
compared to the main wave. The local surfers received surfboards and gear
from these safari boats and hence the spirit of surfing continued to thrive.
With the passing of time, these groms have now become Thulusdhoo’s
elder generation of surfers with some of them having even opened tourist shops,
making use of the local tourism boom. As for the younger generation of surfers,
the boom brought them employment opportunities as surf guides.
The surfing paradise that’s Thulusdhoo has in fact produced many
generations of surfers; each generation more radical than the last. They’ve
definitely made their mark on the line-up of their home break, which is one
of the most travelled-to surf breaks in North Malé Atoll, and you can see
them out there almost every single day.
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My father told me that I should do what I really
wanted to do. He also told me that I could excel
in whatever I did as long as I did it right.
I’ve always been close to the ocean. Even when I was in my mother’s belly
because my mother used to go swimming while she was pregnant with me.
Living in the Maldives meant I had access to the ocean anytime I wanted
and swimming came to me naturally. I was very young when I learned to
swim and I won my first swimming competition when I was just thirteen. Also,
I was an all round active kid, taking part in sports such as basketball and
volleyball, and even getting into music as a drummer.
I kept living the active lifestyle of my childhood until it all came to a
halt; I had to focus on studying for my O’ levels. For someone as active as
me, this was stressful. I ended up making a list with one of my best friends,
Aish. On the list were the things we were going to do once we were done with
our studies, and topping the list was surfing.
With the O’ levels under my belt, in 2008, I was finally introduced to
the wonderful sport by Hassanbe (Beachey), a relative of mine. He gave me
a bodyboard and took me to Raalhugandu, Malé’s very own and only surf
spot. Raalhugandu soon became my second home; it was after all where I
caught my first wave. It was also where I made great friends, who taught me
the ropes, pushed me to do better, the makers of amusing memories.
As for my hometown Malé, people used to frown upon surfing and
its lifestyle, thinking of surfers as jobless druggies just hanging out; probably
it still is. But my family is different. A lot of them surf and I’ve always had
their support. Every time I took part in a competition, I’ve always had them
cheering me on alongside my friends and girlfriend. And I would have never
made it to where I am today without my parents.
In 2009, I had to put the brakes on my surf life as I moved to the
boarding school Kolej Tuanku Jaafar in Malaysia. I was there till 2011, and
while there, I was also planning my future studies. I was researching undergraduate degrees related to marine sciences when I very luckily stumbled
upon one in surf science & technology; when I saw it I immediately knew
that I had to apply.

PHOTO: IBRAHIM EGAN
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I actually applied to five universities in the UK and got accepted into
them all. Other than the surf degree, the rest were in mechanical engineering
and civil engineering. My father told me that I should do what I really wanted
to do. He also told me that I could excel in whatever I did as long as I did it
right. Following his words and the encouragement from my family, I decided
to attend Plymouth University to complete my Bachelor of Science Honours
degree in Surf Science and Technology.
Going to the UK was an eye opener; it was an amazing experience
in a totally different culture. I loved everything about the place except the
weather. Coming from a hot and humid environment, adjusting was hard. I
left for the UK with just a pair of board shorts and a thick rash vest, but I
soon found out that surfing there required a full body 4mm winter wetsuit.
And the course was not just about surfing. Modules touched on topics such
as coastal oceanography, meteorology, sports science, materials and manufacture, marine studies and sustainability, surf zone hydrodynamics, and also
marketing and entrepreneurship. And I came to realise the science behind
it all, how theory based and academic most of it was. Completing it was no
easy feat, but in the end, those three years were so worth it. I made some
good friends, enjoyed some great nights out, and graduated to become
the first and only Maldivian to have a bachelor’s degree in surf science
and technology.
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As the surf industry keeps growing,
there’s much room here, and what I want to say
to any kid reading this is this: don’t be involved
in things that make you unhappy, always do the
things you love. You will eventually excel in what
you enjoy doing, whatever it is.

After completing my degree I came back home in 2014, and towards
my degree, the reactions I received were varied. Some would laugh, some
would ask me ‘is that an actual degree?’ while others were welcomed it, even
considering my feat to be ‘cool.’
Soon after my return I took on my first job. It was at LaMER
(Land and Marine Environmental Resources group), one of the best coastal
environmental consultancies in the Maldives. I worked at LaMER for over a
year until I got a job offer that I found really hard to decline. In 2016,
I accepted the role of surf guide with Atoll Adventures, one of the top surf
operators in the Maldives.
These days, surfing has been carving itself a good spot within
the Maldivian tourism scene. The number of surfers who visit the Maldives
keeps increasing every year; to surf resorts, charter boats and guest houses.
As the surf industry keeps growing, there’s much room here, and what I want
to say to any kid reading this is this: don’t be involved in things that make you
unhappy, always do the things you love. You will eventually excel in what you
enjoy doing, whatever it is.
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Imagine life without plastic, or at least a life, in which the use of plastic is
stripped down to the bare minimum. That’s what Plastic Noon Gotheh is
urging us all to do.
Plastic Noon Gotheh (PNG), which translates to ‘a way without
plastic,’ started off in 2018 as a project, initiated by like-minded individuals
who are passionate about the environment.
“We were very conscious of how we projected the movement,”
explains Hudha Ahmed, PNG’s coordinator. “We initially did consider the
name Practice No Plastic, which serves as a good translation for Plastic
Noon Gotheh. Even though finding and providing alternatives to plastic is
indeed a part of what we do, we wanted our project to be about embracing an alternative way of living to the throw away culture, than only finding
replacements.”
PNG’s work covers many components including engaging people,
especially the local youth via social media, and providing alternatives for
commonly used plastics in the country. One of the biggest loads of the
project, which is working with shops, households and supermarkets, is
carried out by Maldives Authentic Crafts Cooperative Society (MACCS).
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“Plastic is such a big part of our lives, so it’s
going to take a lot of effort for our behaviours
to change”
MACCS also organises funding for PNG as grantee under UNDP’s
Global Environment Facility Small Grants Programme.
“The project includes working with 30 households, 10 shops and 2
supermarkets. We provide them reusable bags as an alternative to single use
plastic bags and keep in continuous contact to encourage their use as well
as learn about the challenges to the reduction of plastic. The idea is to use
what we learn from the project in advocating change at policy level,” says
MACCS chairperson Aminath Abdulla.
“Plastic is such a big part of our lives, so it’s going to take a lot of
effort for our behaviours to change,” adds Aminath while noting that although PNG is largely known for its efforts in reducing single use plastic
bags, PNG’s other efforts include providing and promoting alternatives to
plastic water bottles, single use straws and food carriers.
The project also lends its support to environmental events such
as beach clean ups, as well as music and sports events. For example, at
the Fannu Gathering Hulhangu Festival, a music and art event held in June
2019, PNG provided drinking water dispensers in an effort to reduce
plastic water bottles at the venue and promote Plastic Noon Gotheh with
the youth.
On the matter of plastic grocery bags, Hudha notes something
alarming as well. There are these misleading bags being used at local supermarkets and shops. Because these bags are promoted as biodegradable
and have the Environmental Protection Agency’s logo on them people think
they are being environment friendly when they use these bags. But they
are not actually biodegradable, they only degrade; meaning the plastic is
still going to be there when it disintegrates, but since it’s at a microscopic
level, we just won’t see it. Calling on the Environmental Protection Agency
to stop endorsing these bags with their logo is one of PNG’s ongoing
advocacy efforts.
Plastic Noon Gotheh has some success stories to tell too. For one,
PNG’s informative posts that usually come with punchy graphics see quite
a good level of engagement on social media. For another, Vegapoint, one of
the shops PNG has been working with, has taken a step towards embracing
the plastic free lifestyle by bringing in their own paper bags and it looks like
a few other shops might follow suit too.
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MEMBERS OF THE GOVERNMENT, HUDHA AHMED,
AMINATH ABDULLA OF PLASTIC NOON GOTHEH AND
OTHER ENVIRONMENT CONSERVATION NGO’S AT
THE PRESIDENT’S OFFICE.
PHOTO: PRESIDENCY.GOV.MV

In 2018, Maldivian President H.E. Ibrahim Mohamed Solih launched
a campaign to minimise the use of single use plastics across government
offices by banning them from the President’s Office. PNG was invited to
launch the event and also carry out awareness sessions for President's
Office staff. According to Aminath, taking inspiration from the campaign,
other offices have taken on similar initiatives.
In 2019, the Maldivian Parliament has also passed a motion to ban
all single-use plastic material from the year 2025 onward. In Hudha’s point
of view, such a ban must come hand in hand with the necessary alternatives
and initiatives to change both mind-sets and behaviours, or else there could
be unintended consequences where single use plastic is replaced by no less
harmful products and behaviours that still promote the throwaway culture.
“What we’ve discovered so far is that for progress to be made, it’s
important to talk about the problem of plastic as much as possible and get
the dialogue going,” says Hudha, while noting that although a unique set of

AMINATH ABDULLA, FOUNDER AND CHAIRPERSON

plastic related problems do exist for Maldives because of its dependency

OF MACCS AND A KEY MEMBER OF PLASTIC NOON

on the ocean, the problem itself is rather a global one.
According to Plastic Oceans International, a global non-profit organization that addresses plastic pollution, a staggering 8 million tonnes of
plastic is dumped into the world’s oceans annually. The ocean currents carry
these pieces of plastic to form ocean garbage patches; one of them, the
great Pacific garbage patch, as reported by the National Geographic and
many other sources online is 15 million square kilometres large, and that’s
almost the size of Russia. These garbage patches are made up of a sort of
‘plastic soup’ that includes plastic bottles, caps and of course, bags.
To make things worse, according to statistics provided by the charity
organisation Ocean Crusaders’ website, around 100,000 marine creatures a
year die from plastic entanglement while approximately 1 million seabirds are
killed by plastic too. It doesn’t end here though; because marine creatures
cannot differentiate between plastic and their other food sources, plastic
has entered the human food chain, and therefore, we’ve literally been eating
plastic for a while now too.
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The amount of plastic on earth is estimated to double by 2030 and
quadruple by 2050. Furthermore, by 2050, it’s estimated that the world’s
oceans will hold more plastic by weight than fish.
Furthermore, according to Plastic Oceans International, while we
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↑ MALDIVES PRESIDENT H.E IBRAHIM MOHAMED
SOLIH AT THE LAUNCHING OF A CAMPAIGN
TO REDUCE SINGLE USE PLASTICS AT THE
PRESIDENT OFFICE.
PHOTO: PRESIDENCY.GOV.MV

are producing over 300 million tons of plastic every year, 50% of it is for
single-use purposes. Approximately 500 billion plastic bags are used worldwide annually. While more than one million bags are used every minute,
a plastic bag has a “working life” of just 15 minutes.
If these conditions prevail, and we do not change our throwaway
culture, it’s quite possible that sometime in the future, the waves that break
onto our shores are going to be as much plastic as water, and for surfers
it could mean that those perfect breaks and waves could be a thing of
the past.
Luckily for Maldives the future does not look so dim as the government and several NGOs are working towards a solution to keep our
oceans clean.
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Atoll Adventures
Surf Base on
Cinnamon Dhonveli
W R IT TE N BY
I A N LYO N

The origins of the Atoll Adventures Surf Base operation at Cinnamon
Dhonveli goes back to the early 1990s; actually even before that, back to
when the late Tony ‘Honky’ Hussein Hinde1 got shipwrecked in the Maldives
in late 1973. After finding himself in the Maldives, Tony explored this virtually
unknown archipelago and discovered the pristine waves around T
 hanburudhoo
island in Kaafu Atoll. Then later on, the village of Himmafushi became his home.
For 15 years Tony kept the untouched waves of the Maldives a
secret amongst a small number of trusted international surfers, but it was
during the same time that he encouraged the first generation of Maldivian
surfers to get into the waves.
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Atoll Adventures was established in 1989
by Tony and wife Zulfa with the goal of
leading the responsible development of
commercial surf tourism in the country and
providing the best possible surfing trips
for guests, with a focus on
service and sustainability.

In 1991 Tony selected the small 24 room Tari Village resort on Kanuoiy
Huraa island to establish the first land based surf tour operation in the country.
The island was chosen simply because it was situated at the best location;
Pasta Point was only a minute’s walk from the rooms, and three other world
class waves, Sultans, Honky’s & Jails were nearby. No other region in the Maldives
has a cluster of waves this good this close together.
The resort has now transformed into the 4-star Cinnamon Dhonveli,
and on the beautiful island resort still is the Atoll Adventures Surf Base.
The base is currently supervised by operations manager Dara Ahmed1,
with 22 years of surf experience and serving surfing guests alongside him
are Maldivian surf guides Edam2, Ryan3 and Naanu4, and the boat crew led by
Ahmed Umar. Atoll Adventures provides a level of service that is genuinely
first class by international standards and exceptional in the Maldives.

1

2

3

4

To ensure bookings and surfer numbers are efficiently coordinated,
Atoll Adventures and Cinnamon Dhonveli are partnered with Atoll Travel
from Australia as international General Sales Agent; the agency is managed
by Ian Lyon, one of the first foreigners to surf the Maldives during the 1980s
upon Tony’s invitation.
For over twenty years Atoll Adventures and Atoll Travel have set
the example for sustainable surf tourism in the country. For example, while
Cinnamon Dhonveli resort accommodates up to 250 guests, the numbers
of surfers allowed on the island at any given time is limited to thirty. This is
done purely for service quality assurance and to avoid surf spot overcrowding. The management of Cinnamon Dhonveli resort shares and supports
this principle and recognises that with surfing, the standard of service and
management of numbers is critical to ensuring a sustainable operation that
delivers a rewarding experience for guests.
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DARA AHMED RASHEED AT WORK. PHOTO: MIKE SHIHAZ

Atoll Adventures is also the only surf operator in the country that
provides unlimited surf transfers, that too, according to the surf conditions
and not a timetable. The first boat leaves the harbour at 5.30am carrying
those who want to be out at Sultans at dawn; then the surf guides continuously monitor surf conditions so that boat crews can get guests to the
breaks at the best of times.
There are two transfer dhonis including the new ‘Tony Montana’, a
55’ dhoni with toilet and shower facilities and a viewing deck on top that is
also available for fishing excursions outside the prime surfing hours. The
boats are equipped with modern radios for communicating with the Surf
Base, providing the latest information on conditions and number of surfers
at various breaks, and most importantly for safety assurance.
A recent innovative move by Atoll Adventures was the introduction
of a Jet Ski service at Pasta Point in 2018. This was for those times when
the in-running current is just too much to paddle against. Via the Jet Ski
service, four to five surfers are assisted on an hourly basis by slowly towing
them against the current to the take-off spot. The Jet Ski is also a safety
feature for big swells, and the surf guides are professionally trained in
rescue techniques.
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For over twenty years Atoll Adventures and Atoll
Travel have set the example for sustainable surf
tourism in the country.

IBOO, DARA AND TONY AT PASTA POINT CIRCA MID 90S.
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PASTA POINT WHEN IT’S PUMPING. PHOTO: ATOLL ADVENTURE

Atoll Adventures only employs Maldivian surf guides who are

In addition to the resort’s superb surf base, facilities at

bilingual and ISA accredited. These guys are experts when it comes to

Cinnamon Dhonveli include three open-air restaurants with sensa-

the waves and daily surf conditions, and are also great company and

tional buffets, three bars notably the Raalhu Bar overlooking Pasta

very interesting sources of information about the Maldives, its culture

Point, Meridis PADI Dive Centre, Chavana Spa, swimming pools,

and people. The company believes that dedicated Maldivian surfers

tennis & badminton courts, gym, safe lagoon beach for children and

with good personal and organisational skills should be given priority for

a range of room options to suit all tastes at a range of budgets. All

working in the Maldives surf tourism sector.

rooms are air-conditioned with king-sized beds, a stocked mini-bar,

The premium service provided by the Atoll Adventures Surf

satellite-cable TV, telephone, tea/coffee and free Wi-Fi. Each year

Base together with Cinnamon Dhonveli has been recognised by win-

Cinnamon Dhonveli hosts medical conferences in March and July

ning three MATATO awards, and in 2016, 2017 & 2018, the South Asian

for the A.M.P.E.D. organisation that includes specialist medical and

Travel Award for “Best Maldives Surf Resort” and “South Asia’s Leading

paramedic attendees who have made significant contributions

Surf Resort.”

to the training and medical services at the local island clinics and

Of course the most important praise is from the guests. “You

hospitals in Malé.

guys deserve it, for decades you have always provided the best service
and are always trying to improve... well done”, said one of the resort’s
regulars in Instagram post.
For some months the tours book out up to two years in advance and every season around 70% of bookings are annual repeat
clients including many who have chalked up 15 to 35 trips over the past
twenty years.
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North Malé atoll is one of the most popular surfing destination in the

these names have indeed stuck around albeit a few changes here

Maldives. Perhaps this comes as no surprise. Velana International

and there.The surf breaks in North Malé Atoll are typically long

Airport, the country’s first, and up until very recently only international

and perfect.

airport, is located in North Malé Atoll, and hence the surf breaks in

The right-handers work best in S–SE swells and W–SW

the region can be considered the most accessible in the Maldives.

winds. The lefts are best in SE-E swells and with N-NW winds.

Apart from that, it is also in this region that the country’s first tourist

Although these waves are of a playful nature when small, they are

resorts were built. And therefore, these breaks have been surfed by

dangerous when they get a few feet overhead or larger, and ideally,

tourists since tourism began in the country.

only experienced and technically competent surfers should be surf-

The breaks here are close to each other, perfectly shaped

ing them when they are big. When the waves are small, most of the

and incredibly consistent, and their names have evolved over time.

breaks are suitable for learners but generally not recommended for

The reefs all have their own local names, and so do some of the

complete beginners as the waves break over coral reefs. Apart from

surf breaks. However, it was Tony Hussain Hinde, the pioneer of

that, the surf breaks here can be quite crowded too.

modern surfing in the Maldives that gave them western names, and
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CHICKENS
Chickens is the left-hander on the southern tip of Vilingilimathi-dhahuraa
island (Kuda Villingili) reef. The island used to be a chicken farm and hence
the name Chickens. This long, perfect, peeling wave can be fun and playful
from waist to chest-high, but once the wave sizes get a few feet overhead
or bigger, it becomes a powerful wave with steep take offs, long and hollow
barrel sections, punishing wipeouts and lengthy duck-diving sessions. On
good days, Chickens is a goofy footer's heaven, with its long, fast walls and
multiple lengthy barrel sections. Perfect Chickens can be surfed, in all tides,
from 1-2ft to 10ft swells with N-NW winds.
At the moment, there is a resort being built on the island and Chickens
may soon be off-limits to surfers who are not staying at the resort.

PHOTO: NAHSHAL NASIR
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COKES
Cokes, locally known as “Randhaa Raalhugandu,” is the right on Thulusdhoo
Island, just across the channel from Chickens. The surf break actually got
its name from the Coca Cola factory on the island.
Cokes generally has steep takeoffs and fast, hollow sections. This
surf spot can hold waves from waist-high to near triple-overhead. The outside part is easier to get into and is more merciful than the shallow, inside
section. Cokes works best on S swells and W-NW winds though it will still
be great in SE swells and even pick up long period S-SW swells. Cokes
starts getting messy in SW winds and gets ugly with South winds, which
actually happens to be a lot of the time.
Big Cokes is not for the faint of heart, unskilled or the physically
unfit. It is the steepest, and one of the heaviest waves in this region and
the reef on the inside section is just waiting for you to make a mistake. But,
if you hold your nerve and you rail; a big, hollow barrel can reward you.

← COKES - A BIRD'S EYE VIEW. PHOTO: HUPA IBRAHIM
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LHOHIS
Lhohis is the left on Lhohifushi (Adaaran Select Hudhuranfushi Resort.)
It is a long left, up to 100-150m, that has two sections. This surf break can
also handle swells from waist-high to over double overhead and works
best in N-NW winds. Lhohis is an exclusive spot, meaning the wave can
only be surfed by surfers staying at the resort.

↑ MALDIVES NATIONAL SURF TEAM RIDER, ISMAIL "SMILEY" RASHEED, AT HIS
DAY JOB: SURF GUIDE AT LHOHI'S. PHOTO: RICHARD KOTCH
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NINJAS
Ninjas is the right-hander on Kanifinolhu island (known at the moment
as Club Med Kani). It has a shifty and mellow outside section, which can
sometimes break as an A-frame wave, and a fast, shallow inside section that usually closes out.
Ninjas is not as perfect as the surrounding surf breaks, and as
a result, it is usually less crowded, making it ideal for those who want
to take a break from the swarms. Although the break is now known as
Ninjas, Tony Hussain Hinde originally named the wave “Piddleys,” and
it may too soon become exclusive to those staying at Club Med Kani.

↑ PHOTO: NICK BURKETT - DIGITALOVE
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PASTA POINT
Pasta Point is the left on Kanuhura Island (Cinnamon Dhonveli Maldives).
The wave has been compared to a skate park, as it is predictable, userfriendly and conducive to high-performance surfing. The wave is long,
consistent and has a good shape from thigh-high to double overhead unless
the wind is strong from a W or SW direction. The outside section allows an
easy entry that wraps around to a tubular section known as "Macaroni bowl"
and then runs down the point before ending in the fast, shallow inside section known as "Lockjaw." Falling off the latter can be detrimental to you
and your surfboard's health.
Pasta Point is best on E-SE swells with light N-NW winds; though it
is still great in more S swells and lighter E or W winds.
The wave is exclusive to those staying on Cinnamon Dhonveli
Maldives, and it was also the first surf break declared exclusive in the
country, sadly kicking off the trend of surf breaks being designated to
tourist resorts for exclusive surfing.
PASTA POINT - WHERE MALDIVIAN SURF TOURISM STARTED.
PHOTO: MIKE SHIHAZ
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SULTANS
This is the crown jewel of North Malé Atoll. Sultans is an extremely

On smaller swells, the wave is ideal for beginners as the

long right that has many different faces and sections. The outside

wave and the reef is rather forgiving. However, it is almost always

take off zone will let you in easy. From there, you can start off with

crowded, and hence, in reality, it is not the optimum surf break

a drawn-out bottom turn and then proceed to carve and hack the

for learning.

wave face for ages until the wave starts barrelling on the shallow

Sultans is weak in swells under chest-high height and usu-

inside section. On a big swell, the inside section offers some of

ally gets its characteristic shape once it is head-high and bigger.

the roundest barrels in this region.

Sultans can handle the biggest swells in this region, which can be

The bottom is relatively deep and flat on the outside, but

triple overhead or bigger. The wave is best in big S swells with light

it gets sharper and shallower at the inside bowl. On big swells,

NW winds and can get quite disorganized if the wind picks up and

Sultans can give you the ride (and the barrel) of your lifetime.

swings in any other direction

However, wipeouts on the deeper outside section can mean long
hold-downs, or you can bounce off the reef and get cut up on the
shallow inside section.
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That “what if”, “if only” moment.
You can bet these guys spent the rest of
the day regretting this moment.

PHOTO: NAHSHAL NASIR
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← TWO LONG PERFECT WAVES. WHAT MORE DO YOU WANT?
PHOTO: DARA AHMED

HONKYS
Honkys is the longest left in this atoll, if not the whole country. This wave
wraps practically 90 degrees along the reef with rides close to 300m long.
It starts off with an easy take off and a rather slow first section. Then the
wave usually grows in size and power, ultimately barrelling on the next section; an extremely shallow rock shelf called "Fred's Ledge." But it doesn't
stop there. If you make the barrel, the wave can give you another hundred
meters of fun.
Honkys will work in swells between waist high waves to the biggest
swells that this corner of the Indian Ocean receives. It is best during low
to mid tide. Conditions are usually favourable in the early and late surf
season with N-NE winds. Also, surfers should be careful not to wipeout
on Fred's Ledge.
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LEFT OR RIGHT? THIS IS THANBURUDHOO. PHOTO: NAHSHAL NASIR
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Honkys is the longest left in this atoll,
if not the whole country. If you make
the barrel, the wave can give you
another hundred meters of fun.

HONKEYS’ LEG-BURNER TERRITORY. PHOTO: NAHSHAL NASIR
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A MOMENT WE ALL DREAM OF. PHOTO: NAHSHAL NASIR

JAILBREAKS
Jailbreaks, or Jails, is a long right-hander breaking off the island of
Himmafushi. It was named after the prison that used to be on the island and the wave was off-limits until the early 21st century.
The long wave at Jails has multiple sections and takeoff zones,
which mean crowds can be accommodated easier along these sections.
It is generally steeper and faster than the nearby waves Sultans and
Honkys, but is usually a touch smaller. Jails is fast on low tide and is best
surfed on a rising tide. It gets its shape once the waves get to shoulder
height and can handle double overhead and bigger waves. Once it gets
big, the inside section will start wedging up, leading to steep and late
takeoffs and hollow barrels. This spot is not suitable for inexperienced
surfers when it gets head high or larger because the takeoffs are not
smooth, the reef is sharp plus the wave is usually crowded.
Jails usually works best, starting from April, in big S-SE swells and
can handle winds from W to SW directions.
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THE LONG RIPPABLES, WALLS OF JAILBREAKS. PHOTO: NAHSHAL NASIR
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K×O×G
K.O.G. is a short, punchy wave off the island of Kanduoiy Giri. This
wave was rarely surfed by tourists until recently. It is a peaky, steep
and fast wave that ends in a closeout. Since the reef at Kanduoiy Giri
is flanked by the protruding barrier reef of Farukolhufushi, it doesn't
get as much swell and size as the waves described above. However,
this wave will get the adrenaline pumping as K.O.G is shallow, has a lot
of speed and will have tubes. K.O.G will start working at 1-2ft and can
be surfed in well overhead waves. It is best in big SE swells and W-SW
winds. Even when the rest of the waves up north are blown out with
strong SW winds, K.O.G can be offshore and perfect. This is also an
excellent reef for snorkelling if you have a desire to see giant moray eels.

K.O.G PERFECTION! HAVE YOU SURFED IT? PHOTO: IBRAHIM AYAZ
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TOMBSTONES
Tombstones is the wave off the island of Furanafushi (Sheraton

Tombstones used to be a perfect wave before the resort

Maldives Full Moon Resort). The wave gets its name from the jagged

built a sea wall parallel to the surf line, which now sends a lot of back-

reef on the dangerously shallow inside section.

wash into the waves. The outside section works best in W winds

It is a long wrapping right-hander that like K.O.G. does not

and the inside, in S-SW winds. It is a good wave for learners as it

get as much swell but can be surfed in the frequently unfavourable

does not get too crowded and the takeoffs are gentle if you sit just

SW winds. The outside takeoffs can offer tubes before the bottom

wide of the outside take-off zone. However, inexperienced surfers

gets deeper and the wave starts wrapping around the island, getting

should kick out before they enter the shallow inside section.

fatter and slower. In the right size and direction of swell, the wave
will connect to the shallow inside section, which can be extraordinarily
hollow and powerful for its size.
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PHOTOS: AHMED AZNIL

It is a good wave for learners as it does
not get too crowded and the takeoffs are
gentle if you sit just wide of the outside
takeoff zone.
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While surfing kicked off in the country in
the 70s, it was almost two decades later,
during the mid 90s that the country’s first
female surfer emerged.

There was probably a time when the idea of spotting a female surfer at
↑ NAVAAL AHMED, CONSIDERED BY MANY AS THE FIRST LADY OF MODERN SURFING IN THE MALDIVES.

Malé Raalhugandu, or any other surf spot in the country for that matter,
was unfathomable. Much like the rest of the world, women's surfing has been
slower in gathering numbers compared to men in the Maldives and while
surfing kicked off in the country in the 70s, it was almost two decades later,
during the mid 90s that the country’s first female surfer emerged.
The first local female surfer was a bodyboarder; her name is Navaal
Ahmed and she was just 15 years old when her elder brother and surfer
Hamid took her out to Raalhugandu.
“It wasn’t just that there were no females surfing, there were none in
the whole area too,” says Navaal while explaining her early bodyboarding days.
As soon as she landed at Raalhugandu, Navaal began picking up tips
and tricks from the surfing community there. “They’d lend me boogie boards,
I was even given my first rash guard, and I got a lot of help from experienced
surfers like Nazimbe and Amin Didi,” she says.
As Navaal gained more experience and wave knowledge, she surprised many of the regular surfers by going out surfing on days when the
waves were considered too big and dangerous even by some of the older
and revered surfers, but as fearless as she was, her time riding the waves
was cut short.
“It’s been twenty years since I last surfed,” Navaal says describing
how family life and work commitments started taking up time that she’d
otherwise spend in the sea. “I can’t recall the exact reason I stopped. But
I think it just got difficult for me to find the time. I enrolled at Hotel School
and afterwards I started going to work too, so it wasn’t so easy to just drop
by Raalhugandu and jump in.”
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SAAXU; DAWN PATROL AT RAALHUGANDU. PHOTO: BEYBE.AM

While Raalhugandu lost one of its bravest, it turned out she

Although name-calling and weird looks used to be a common-

had inspired other girls, however few, to follow in her footsteps.

place occurrence for local female surfers, according to Saaxu, the

Among them is Navaal’s niece Hiya, and Saaxu Saeed. “Whenever

tides have now really shifted. “When I first started to surf, strangers

I saw someone surfing or even carrying a surfboard, I would find

would call out ‘Raalhey, Raalhey’ (slang for surfer) on the street. But

myself thinking: ‘will I be able to do that someday?’” says Saaxu, and

I don’t think anyone would do that now; people have changed and

it was in 1999, at the age of 18, that Saaxu finally did, along with a

society has become much more accepting towards women surfing.”

couple of her friends.

Despite these changes in social attitudes, there still seem

Saaxu, Navaal and their contemporaries were indeed a bold

to be some more barriers that prevent women from remaining in

bunch as Maldives used to have a lot of reasons why a woman must

the surf scene once they got in too. For example, the majority of

not surf. For one, as with many cultures, here too, a woman’s place

women who take up surfing seem to quit rather soon, or else, surf-

was considered to be at home and it was just not appropriate for

ing gets shifted to the place of a hobby that’s indulged in whenever

decent girls to be frolicking around in the ocean.

time allows.

“I’ll be riding my bike carrying my boogie board and I

“Perhaps it has something to do with income,” says Navaal.

wouldn’t hear anything positive,” explains Navaal reminiscing about

“Most female surfers earn their incomes by doing something else and

weird looks and nasty remarks. “But those things didn’t matter much

then surf as a hobby. So the time they can spend surfing is depend-

to me because I grew up much stronger than that.” Navaal’s family

ent on the flexibility of their jobs.”

was an ocean loving one, and hence was supportive of her surfing,
but that sadly was not the norm back then in the Maldives.
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AZOO TAKING THE LINE AT COKES. PHOTO: AHMED AZNIL

Maldives used to have a lot of reasons
why a woman must not surf. For one,
as with many cultures, here too, a woman’s
place was considered to be at home and it
was just not proper for decent girls to be
frolicking around in the ocean.
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AYA IN HER ELEMENT. PHOTO: DHAHAU NASEEM

“Surfing holds a lot of scope and lots of
international opportunities, and these
opportunities are not things to simply let go of;
I’d really like to see a Maldivian woman win an
international surfing competition,”
N AVA A L A H M E D
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Saaxu, who works primarily as a dive instructor, echoes the

With all these changes and nudges in hopeful directions, the

sentiment. However, while being a part of the surf initiative called

future does look sunny for women’s surfing in the Maldives. “Surfing

Raalhu Edhuru, they taught about 35 girls in the last two years alone.

holds a lot of scope and lots of international opportunities, and these

“When we do our tours to the islands, we see quite a number

opportunities are not things to simply let go of; I’d really like to see

of young girls participating in the trainings. Plus, the island schools

a Maldivian woman win an international surfing competition,” says

usually do ask us to keep up with a quota for girls as well,” says

Navaal, who started it all.

Saaxu. “Apart from that, when the girls see me and Dhafy, the other
female instructor at Raalhu Edhuru, they do see that surfing is possible, and besides that, the parents become comfortable with letting
their girls try out surfing too.”
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VOYAGER 1

VOYAGES
MALDIVES

Specialising in ‘Dhoni’ safari programs that include
cruising, diving and surfing safaris, Voyages Maldives
currently boasts a fleet of seven safari boats of varying
categories and sizes.

W R IT TE N BY
D H E V I H I FA A FA
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Voyages Maldives was established in 1980. Their beginning is tied to just
one safari vessel called Voyager 1 that carried tourists around the country
for cruising and water sports. However, the company has expanded over
the years to cover a number of key tourist services that include ground
handling, airline representation and ticketing, as well as holiday services, and
along with that so did its fleet grow to become the largest in the country.
Specialising in ‘Dhoni’ safari programs that include cruising, diving
and surfing safaris, Voyages Maldives currently boasts a fleet of seven safari
boats of varying categories and sizes.
Largest in the Voyages Maldives fleet is Gurahali, a semi luxury vessel built in 2008 that can accommodate up to fourteen people. Oldest in
the fleet are the sturdy Dhoni style safari vessels Sea Farer and Sea Coral.
While the former was refurbished in 2018, the latter is ideal for small surfing
and diving groups as the vessel’s small size allows it to get safely up close
with the best reefs and surf breaks in the country.
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KOIMALA

members, from boat crew to airport staff,
exude professionalism and efficiency in
exchanges of all manners with the guests.

GURAHALI

Kethi is the ideal vessel for those tourists who wish to enjoy
more privacy and space, and it has a soundproof, heavy-duty

GULFAAM

All that training comes down to delivering Voyages Maldives’ very
own brand of service.

engine that makes cruising feel like a glide on water. The slightly

“We understand that cruising is more than just having a

larger Gulfaam, that’s able to house ten guests at a time, is designed

bed to sleep onboard. We have long serving and professional staff

for large groups, and so is Gahaa, with its five comfortable cabins

among our crew to give a personalized service to our guests. Our

and spacious dining area. Koimala, with its air-conditioned six

trips off the dry land is rather a different experience from what is

luxury cabins, library, lounge and timber finish could easily be the

usually offered by other such companies across the world, ” says

cosiest of the fleet.

Shardha Abdul Gafoor, Head of Safari Operations.

These vessels together with the tourists on board are handled

Voyages Maldives is also a company that’s held in high

and cared for by Voyages Maldives’ well-trained and experienced

regard by the Maldivian surfing community. The local surfers’ grati-

team. Most of the crew on board the company’s surf safaris are

tude mostly stems from the company’s continued contribution and

themselves surfers and therefore guiding tourists to the best surf

support for the sport over the years. As a key creator of surf related

spots in the country for them is so much more than a job. The company’s

jobs, Voyages Maldives currently employs the services of fourteen

diving safaris all come with an on-board dive master and a skilled

surf guides on board their vessels. But that’s not just it. The company

sea-loving crew who know the best possible ways to deliver an

is also known for producing some of the country’s best-trained surf

unforgettable underwater experience.

guides as well.

Voyages Maldives is a company that takes matters of train-

“Over the years, I’ve worked with around twenty travel

ing and creating new talent quite seriously. While the company trains

agencies as well as freelance, but the smoothest safari operation

staff annually from Sri Lanka, in 2017 alone, it trained seven new

I’ve experienced is with Voyages Maldives,” says Nahshal Nasir,

staff members by facilitating their coaching in the UK and Canada.

one among the many local surf guides who’ve experienced Voyages
Maldives’ surf cruise set-up as well as training first hand.
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Voyages Maldives is also a company that’s held in
high regard by the Maldivian surfing community.
The local surfers’ gratitude mostly stems from the
company’s continued contribution and support
for the sport over the years.
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a bit of

Maldivian surfing
history
W R IT TE N BY
A H M E D R I FA I
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a prehistoric passion
Anyone who knows anything about Maldivian surfing has probably heard the
story of how the surf in these islands were “discovered” in the late 1970s by
Tony Hussain Hinde and his mate, who got shipwrecked on a reef here while
on their way to Africa. It’s true; Australian born Tony, who later on became a
Maldivian citizen, really is responsible for introducing modern surfing and fibreglass surfboards to the Maldives. However, what’s truer is that Maldivians
had already been surfing for aeons and that surfing is part of our history.
The origin story of Maldivian surfing is lost somewhere in the folds
of time. However, there’s much evidence that surfing was an ancient custom.
There are folk stories and poems; even stories from elders about how they,
as young boys and men, would take to the waves, either bodysurfing or on
wooden planks, competing with one another, sometimes to see who could
ride a wave all the way to the shoreline and sometimes to see who could
catch the biggest one and hence the most fearless.
These stories are in no way isolated occurrences, and nor are they
specific to an island or atoll. Stories of surfing come from as far north
as Kulhudhuffushi in Haa Dhaalu Atoll, and as down south as Fuvahmulah
in Gnaviyani Atoll. The latter is an island where wave-riding culture is still
exceptionally active.
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The origin story of Maldivian surfing is lost
somewhere in the folds of time.
However, there’s much evidence that surfing
was an ancient custom.

↓ SAINY WORKED AS A DECKHAND ON ONE OF THE FEW SURF CHARTER BOATS THAT WERE OUT LOOKING FOR WAVES
IN THE SOUTHERN ATOLLS DURING THE 90S. YES, HE HAD PERFECTION LIKE THIS ALL TO HIMSELF A LOT OF
THE TIME.
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no more planks
Although early surf culture tales come from islands throughout the country,
it was on the capital island Male’ that surfing actually bloomed like it
did never before in the country, and responsible for this is the arrival of
modern surfboards.
When Tony, the man largely credited for discovering Maldives’ surfing
potential, got shipwrecked in the Maldives, Male’ already had a wave riding tradition in place. None of these folks had decent surfing equipment.
But they were addicts of the sea who found ways to enjoy the ocean,
albeit cultural norms and what society considered proper conduct.
It was Tony’s local acquaintances that first got to ride modern
surfboards in the country. The country’s surf travel industry sprouted in the
80s as well and that too made surfboards trickle in.
With the availability of proper gear, the surfers of Male’, who up till
then had either been bodysurfing or riding hand shaped wooden planks,
started picking up new techniques. They were able to ride the waves better,
they could now surf on waves that they had previously considered unsurfable, they could reach new places on the wave face, they were riding
and turning so much faster, and were performing manoeuvres that were
previously considered impossible.
The colourful fibreglass surfboards (and bodyboards) also made
surfing attractive; whether they were standing up or lying down on boogie
boards, surfers with their new dynamic moves were now highly visible.
Onlookers were enthralled, newcomers started sprinkling in, and surfing
as both a lifestyle and sport started gaining traction.

← "WHEN WE WERE LITTLE, WE'D NICK THE PLANKS FROM OUR BEDS AND SNEAK OFF
FOR A SURF", A FAMILIAR STORY HEARD THROUGHOUT THE ISLANDS.
PHOTO: TOMOMI MIZUGUCHI
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hangouts,
lıfestyle and culture
By the late 80s there was a passionate and dedicated group of surfers in Malé.
Some of them lived near the surfing beach in Henveiru ward of Malé known
locally as Varunulaa Raalhugandu, and some were from the other side of
the island, the ward known as Machchangolhi. The latter crowd used to ride
the closeouts on the south-western reef of Malé, but by the end of the 80s,
they had integrated with the bunch from Henveiru because Raalhugandu
had a variety of surfable better waves.
When not surfing, Malés surfers would hang at the beach or gather
at houses, spending the evenings talking about surfing, diving, spear fishing
or watching the handful of surf movies available at the time. Those in
Henveiru would often hangout at a house called Janavareemaage, home of
one of the most technical surfers of the time Nazimbe, while surfers from
Machchangolhi ward gathered at Mercury Ge, home of the surfing brothers
Ibadullah “Ibaski” Imthiyaz and Mohamed “Big Mo” Imthiyaz. Thus a community was born.
Even though modern surfing took root at Varunulaa Raalhugandu
of Malé, it was not only surfers from Malé that surfed there. Educational,
medical and vocational reasons brought people from all over the country
to Malé, and some of them took up surfing and hence became part of the
Raalhugandu community. Among them are the notoriously fearless surfers
who came from Kudafari in Noonu Atoll and the equally competent ones
that came from Raa Atoll’s Rasmaadhoo.
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raalhugandu barrels
By the early to mid-90s, the surfers (and bodyboarders) of Raalhugandu
were surfing reasonably well. They’ve been watching surf videos. They’ve
also by then had some opportunities to observe “real life” surfers too,
because at the time, Maldives had started attracting surfers from around
the globe.
“The waves at Raalhugandu didn’t barrel (form tubes) until Occy and
Margo surfed there,” Big Mo used to joke around saying that. He was
referring to the time when Mark “Occy” Occhilupo and Brendan “Margo”
Margieson, two extremely popular surfers in the late 80s and early 90s (and
still highly respected by surfers at large), surfed at Raalhugandu while visiting
the Maldives during the 1990s. Even though the surfers of Malé had seen
people tube riding in photos and surf films, it hadn’t occurred to them that
they could do that at Raalhugandu. That was until the two professionals
started doing it in front of them.

a fearless woman
The early 1990s was an important era for Maldivian surfing in another aspect
too. It was at this time that Navaal Ahmed, the first female surfer surfaced.
Coming from an ocean-oriented family from Naifaru in Lhaviyani Atoll, bodyboarder Navaal was known to be particularly fearless in big, dangerous surf.
There were times when she would be out, surfing on big days when even some
of the more established “senior” surfers from Raalhugandu stayed on the
beach, hesitant to get in the water.

← PADAN. THIS KIND OF PERFECTION IS RARE THESE DAYS.
PHOTO: NAHSHAL NASIR
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more waves to be
dıscovered
While the 90s saw Maldives open up to international surfers, most if not

↑ WONDER WHAT IT FEELS LIKE TO BE THE

all surfers who had come to the country had only surfed the waves of

FIRST MEN TO RIDE PRISTINE BARRELS IN

North Malé Atoll. Apart from these waves, none were known. But there
were a few people who suspected the country was littered with perfect
waves and they were determined to find them out.
Hence began a significant period of surf discovery, and going on
one of the first of such discovery trips (in 1993) were three friends, and by
coincidence, three goofy-footers; the highly competent Big Mo, Hassan
Ziyad, a charger, and the charismatic, witty and stylish surfer Amin Didi
who was also the eldest of the bunch. These three had quite an adventure
sailing into uncharted waters, and lucked into some perfect, virgin surf
breaks. This trip was a vital catalyst for the expansion of the surfing into
the southern atolls of the Maldives.
During that period, there were only three major surf tour operators
in the country; Atoll Adventures, established by Tony Hussain, Noomara
Holidays operated by Amin Didi, and World Surfaris owned by Shaun Levings.
With the discovery of the southern surf breaks, both Atoll Adventures
and Noomara Holidays started surf tours to the south.
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CAPTURING THE MOMENT.

the south
welcomes the world
In 1994, Amin captained and guided a team of international bodyboarders
down to the south and for the first time, the waves of the south were
captured in a short magazine article. It’s unlikely that many people saw
the article. But the following year, the waves of Gaafu Dhaalu Atoll were
captured again, but this time by world-famous surf photographer, Jeff
Divine, and surf cinematographer, Sonny Miller.
The surfers on the cruise were also more well known; the then
ASP World Championship Tour surfer, Shane Powell, Hawaiian “power surfer”, Pancho Sullivan, and popular junior surfer, Nathan Hedge. They were
all Rip Curl team riders, and the trip was a chapter for Rip Curl’s top-rated
Search, a marketing initiative they ran in the 1990s. Martin Daly, the Mentawai
Islands’ surf explorer also accompanied the crew.
The following year, Rip Curl once again captured the waves of the
southern Maldives. But this time, it was on their film Tripping The Planet
on which three exceptional surfers are seen surfing clear, turquoise blue
barrels in sunny equatorial weather. The world took notice, and more surfers wanted to experience the “unknown” southern Maldives.
A great byproduct of all these trips was the introduction of modern
surfing to the islanders of the south. Today, some of the best surfers
in the country are from there, such as Ahmed “Hanvi” Rasheed, Isse Rasheed
and Hoodhu.
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GIANTS. ENOUGH SAID.
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Local boy, Sainy,
dropping into a below sea-level dredger
in the South
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a competition, finally
1996 saw Maldives’ first modern surfing competition. This competition called
Inaugural Pasta Point Invitational was organized by Tony Hussain and
was held at the surf spot Pasta Point on Kanuhuraa Island (now known
as Cinnamon Dhonveli Maldives). The one-day event was a locals-only
competition and winning it was Hussain “Iboo” Areef, who was just eighteen
back then. Iboo actually holds the record for winning the highest number
of National Surfing Championship trophies and is still one of the best
surfers in the country.

↑ SOME OF THE FINALISTS AND THE OFFICIALS OF THE COMPETITION.
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the noughties
When the noughties rolled in, surfing was well and truly established in the
Maldives. More resorts were opening up for surfing tourists, as were more
safari boats. While this meant more jobs for locals as surf guides, surf charter
operators, surf photographers, boat crew and so on, North Malé Atoll was
somewhat becoming undesirable because of the numbers of surfers filling the
lineups. Surf spots were becoming dangerously crowded and arguments started
breaking out in the water.

↑ ROWDY RAALHUGANDU BOYS UP IN THE OLD TOWER AT PASTA POINT.
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maldives
surfing association
Maldives Surfing Association (MSA) was inaugurated in 2000 and with its
formation; a team of Maldivian surfers participated in their first international
surfing competition – an event held at Hikkaduwa beach in Sri Lanka. Iboo
came fourth in this encounter. The same year, MSA also organized a music
festival Raalhugandu, named after the beloved surf spot, which turned
out to be a huge success.
Maldives’ first bodyboarding competition also convened in the
same year. The event was blessed with superb waves and Ahmed “Brutas”
Mujuthaba, a surfer who would later fill many shoes for the MSA, won the
event.
At the start of 2001, MSA sent the first junior surfer to compete
in an international surfing event. Representing the Maldives in the prestigious O&E/Hot Buttered World Junior Surfing Championships held at
North Narrabeen, Sydney, Australia, was Ismail “Kuda Issey” Miglal.
In the same year, MSA also began working with the Association of
Surfing Professionals (ASP) to run a World Qualifying Series (WQS) surf
competition – O'Neill Deep Blue Open. ASP held its first six-star “Prime”
competition at Himmafushi (Jails) and four local surfers got to compete
with the pros as “wild cards”. The ASP held nine such competitions in the
following years.

→ THE

LOCAL TRAILS FOR THE ASP (NOW WSL) WORLD QUALIFYING SERIES

6 STAR PRIME EVENT, "ONEILL DEEP BLUE OPEN". THE TOP FOUR SURFERS OF
THE TRAILS WERE GIVEN WILD CARD ENTRIES INTO THE MAIN EVENT.
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WINNERS ARE WHAT?

LOCAL SURFERS WHO QUALIFIED FOR A SPOT

THE GROMS WATCHING SOME OF THE BEST SURFERS IN THE

IBOO AND PELE', REPRESENTING MALDIVES IN THAILAND.

WORLD. AND IT'S NOT ON A TV SCREEN.
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where to, now?
The early twenty-first century was also a time of surf exploration. This time
the scouting was mostly done in the central atolls that lie between Malé
and Gaafu Dhaalu. Surf-tour operators had already started charters to
these atolls in the late 90s, but most of the surf breaks were actually uncovered in the following years. Surf-travel companies were still increasing
and some even started doing charters to the northern atolls, the final
unchartered territory of the Maldives. Furthermore, with the kick-starting
of guesthouse tourism which came with the changing of government in 2008,
both local and foreigners were finally able to start surfing businesses on
local islands.
Where is this all leading? one might wonder. To determine that, let
us look at where we are now. The number of surfers visiting the country
is increasing, which means more jobs and more money coming into the
country, all good for the economy. It means more surfers can carry on surfing
and earn income as surf guides, surfing instructors, surf school operators,
surf coaches, surf photographers, and so on.
However, it also means more surfers in the lineups, more waste
products, more plastic in the ocean, possible destruction and degradation
of surf breaks due to an increased need for development and land reclamation.
An excellent example, albeit a sad one, is the recent construction
of the Sinamale Bridge that connects Malé to nearby island Hulhumale’,
a process that has forever changed Raalhugandu’s cherished surf break.
We need to realize that a surf break is a valuable, fragile and limited
natural resource and we definitely need to find ways to manage surfing
so that we can preserve these gifts from nature.

← WHO'S WILLING TO TRADE THEIR CREATURE COMFORTS TO ROUGH IT OUT IN
THE JUNGLE AND SURF THIS WAVE? PHOTO: NAHSHAL NASIR
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RAALHU

EDHURU
PHOTO: NAHSHAL NASIR

SPREADING THE LOVE FOR SURFING
THROUGHOUT THE NATION.

W R IT TE N BY
JI NAH SAM EER
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“Although there are countless incredible
breaks all around the Maldives, kids don’t
have access to boards or at the very least
someone to guide them.”
ISMAIL MIGLAL

Raalhu Edhuru was created in 2015 by three-time national surf champion Ismail
Miglal (Kuda Issey) along with a group of local surfers in Malé.
When Issey decided to step back from competitive surfing, he wanted
to help pass on the torch to the next generation of great Maldivian surfers.
Throughout his career, Issey noticed a lack of opportunity for kids outside
of Malé to pursue surfing. “Although there are countless incredible breaks
all around the Maldives, kids don’t have access to boards or at the very least
someone to guide them.” The whole of the Maldivian surf scene had converged in Malé. Issey decided to do something about it and started the
Raalhu Edhuru Raajje Tour.
The team first went to Addu with just four surfboards and received
an overwhelmingly positive reception. Since its inception, Raalhu Edhuru does
a leg of the tours on every school holiday. The first tour started with 10 kids
and by popular demand, was quickly increased to 25. These days, Issey says
they get upwards of 32 students at every stop.
To further the bond between Raalhu Edhuru and the local communities, the individual legs or ‘Gems’ are named by the island hosting the trip.
Registration forms are sent to coordinators in designated islands and the
trip is planned ahead of time taking into consideration the number of participants, island location, tide and other contributing factors. Raalhu Edhuru
has hosted nine ‘Gems’ so far in Fuvamulah, Addu, Vaadhoo, Hanimaadhoo,
Lhohi, Kinolhas, Muli, Thuraakunu and Veymandoo.
The ‘Gems’ are run in a fun way, and in addition to surfing, covers dynamic full body warm-ups, healthy diet, and discipline. Each day starts with
a beach clean-up as protecting the environment is something Issey and the
Raalhu Edhuru team takes very seriously. “We need to instil a love for the
environment in these kids’ hearts at a young age,” Issey says. “We see a
lot of neglected beaches on our visits. The importance of looking after the
environment is one area in which we try and part with a lasting impression,
and we are glad to say that we have seen first-hand the positive impacts of
our trips on those islands.”
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“We are constantly looking for new places to visit,” says Issey. “We
provide those interested with judging and instructor courses so that they
can develop and continue their own surfing programmes.”
The most challenging thing they face, Issey notes, is acquiring surfing equipment. The team takes what they can on the tours but it’s never
enough. “Surfing equipment is very expensive and we have no manufacturers in the Maldives, so it’s all imports,” says Issey. “It would be a good thing
to try here,” he notes, “as the Maldives is world famous as a surfing destination. With so many people coming from abroad just for surfing, Maldivian
boards would sell well.”
Raalhu Edhuru Raajje Tour is entirely funded by Issey’s sponsors at
Sea Sports, and along with them, Issey notes the Raalhu Edhuru team as
the lifeblood of the organisation. The surf instructors or “Raalhu Edhurun”
included notable Maldivian surfers such as Dhafy, Saazu, Annu, Aya, Rippe,
Thollam, Martey and Pele.
“Raalhu Edhuru is only going to go forward from here,” says Issey.
“We are steadily growing and are not planning to stop. We are seeing incredible potential in the islands and a huge bond is growing, where people are
coming over from neighbouring islands just to be supportive and be a part
PARTICIPANTS OF A RAALHU EDHURU PROGRAM. PHOTO: DHAHAU NASEEM

I N

of the experience.”
Issey while being one of the most talented and well-respected
surfers in the Maldives has represented the country in various international
tournaments, winning three, in Malaysia, India and Sri-Lanka. In addition to a
host of additional runner-up titles, in 2014, Issey was given an award by the
Maldives Surfing Association in recognition of sporting excellence.
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CHILDREN GETTING THEIR FIRST TASTE OF RIDING WAVES. PHOTO: DHAHAU NASEEM

Issey says surfing changed him a lot personally and that the public
perception for the sport has changed greatly as well in recent years. “When
we first started, we were labelled as hooligans or ‘Vakarugey kudhin’. But that
perception seems to have changed over time.
“With so many kids taking their love for surfing and turning it into
sustainable careers as surf guides and instructors, competing in international
tournaments, and with the increasing number of people taking it up as a
hobby, the public has greatly warmed up to the sport,” he said. “It is the
ideal sport for the Maldives as we are surrounded by ocean and is one that
would go even further with proper government support.”
When not on tour with his team, Issey can be found at the Raalhu
Edhuruge on Thulusdhoo Island where he has been living for the last two
years. Issey says that he had had enough of the hectic lifestyle of Malé and
prefers the peace and quiet of island living.
Next time you are in Thulusdhoo, be sure to head on down to the
Raalhu Edhuruge and take a surf lesson with Issey at the world famous
Coke’s surf break. Additionally, you can hit up Raalhu Edhuru Raajje Tour on
Facebook to see updates on upcoming visits to islands near you.
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TODDY
A sip of toddy (the naturally fermented sap of coconut palms)

The brand currently has a colourful selection up online for

on a hot day and you might feel a need to bust a move or two.

international purchase, ranging from clothing to beach towels, caps

Toddy shirts probably give the same kind of kick with their stylized

and even tan oils. In 2018 they launched their own line of reusable

representations of Maldivian tales and creatures printed on 100%

flasks in their pledge to combat single use plastics. Last year, in

organic, fair-trade cotton.

efforts to counter the impact of production, they have initiated

This innovative brand formed by brothers Ahmed Riyaz and
Mohamed Fayaz was the result of a decade’s hard work. Exposed

ToddyCares, which channels 5% of all their profits to powering
environmental awareness and action.

to the t-shirt printing processes since a young age, the duo envi-

You can head on over to their recently opened shop at

sioned a Maldivian surf & beachwear brand that could one day be

Crossroads, Emboodhoo or their Malé showroom to check out

recognized internationally.

their way of re-telling age-old tales. Find out more about the brand

Enthusiastic about presenting Maldivian folktales and historical myths in a new light, most of the designs are done by Fayaz,
some are collaborations with other artists.
In addition to being exclusively based on local contemporary design, Toddy ensures that their materials are ethically sourced
while providing the best possible level of comfort and freedom to
cater to a fun, active lifestyle out here in the tropical heat, salt
and sand.
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Toddy shirts aspires to give
the same kind of kick with their stylized
representations of Maldivian tales and
creatures printed on 100% organic,
fair-trade cotton.
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“This is the story of us both, a gentle
journey of discovery, exploring our love for
design, travel and a deep-rooted appreciation
for the island lifestyle.”
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ISLAND BAZAAR
A clean white walkway illustrated with flame lily vines and other

an avenue for products that both locals and foreigners could appreciate.”

native flora leads you upstairs to this “tropical oasis” as one writer

Over the years they have worked with over 40 local artisans,

described it. It is indeed refreshing to find, among all the city noise,

the majority of whom, amazingly are women. Ranging from home

a boutique that makes you want to stay a little longer. Something in

décor to giftware and handicrafts, these products bring a slight con-

between a cosy gallery and a tranquil lounge, Island Bazaar lets you

temporary edge to traditional craftsmanship.

have a welcome space to breathe easy and explore a different side
of Maldivian creativity.
The brand was set in motion by husband and wife Hassan
Rameez (Tom) and Fathimath Salah (Koki), a year before opening

Island Bazaar’s designs are made in-house and they also work
with clients to provide bespoke home-ware, apparel and accessories,
boasting a clientele that includes some well known resorts and the
first lady of Maldives herself.

their shop in September 2016. Though they come from different back

“This is the story of us both, a gentle journey of discovery,

grounds, Koki’s previous experience running her own interior design

exploring our love for design, travel and a deep-rooted appreciation

firm paired with Tom’s enthusiasm and crafty hands laid the foun-

for the island lifestyle.”

dation upon which this vision gradually took form.

While a visit to their boutique in Malé or their page on

“I had always loved travelling and exploring other cultures and

Instagram can take you on a serene journey through Maldives, you

often brought back home with me something that embodied a sense

can get their products from Authentic Maldives Shop in the duty

of that experience that was more than a souvenir. But it seemed my

free section of Velana International Airport or from their website

own country had a gap in this market,” says Koki. “Using inspiration

island-bazaar.com.

from our islands and our minimal style, we realized we could create
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FUNOAS
Clothing as a conversation starter about climate change, now here’s

As business grows, they are steadily finding ways to reduce

something you don’t see every day. The name ‘Funoas’ itself rep-

their own carbon footprint. Currently, they print using the dye sub-

resents one of the stormiest ‘nakaiy,’ as they are called in the

limation method, which requires no water. And all their women’s

Maldivian traditional weather system.

board shorts are made entirely from recycled polyester.

Using bold and vibrant patterns of typical elements found

“Local women really inspire me, especially local surfers

in coral reefs, Sumi Haleem intends to raise awareness about the

and divers. I love seeing the initiatives they take on, such as Raalhu

state of her native environment.

Edhuru or Stand up for the Seas. It makes me immensely happy

Having moved to Australia at a young age, Sumi felt the need

to see local women empowering each other and taking a stand

to express the sense of urgency and vulnerability that her homeland

against climate change. We would love to get involved with pro-

was faced with. Using art as a tool for social responsibility, she came

jects like that,” says Sumi.

up with this brand, which “allows you to experience what it’s like to
be a part of the ocean.”
An Anesthetic technician by day, she runs this project on
the side with her partner, Davin Bryce, simply as a labour of love.
One notable quality that gives her designs a sort of intimate depth
is that she paints impressions of creatures that she has only met
in person. It’s a very personal attempt of bringing to light nonhumans close to her heart, that are affected by environmental crises.
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Their website, funoas.com, ships purchases to any part of
the world. Also, you could catch them in person if you happen to
be in Perth, Australia, in time for summer beach markets.
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“Local women really inspire me, especially
local surfers and divers. I love seeing the
initiatives they take on, such as Raalhu Edhuru
or Stand up for the Seas."
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Vonadhona is a member of 1% for the Planet,
which is a global movement where businesses
and individuals support environmental solutions
by giving 1% of their annual sales to help
environmental causes.
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VONADHONA
Vonadhona is a Maldivian brand founded by Hussain, Egan and Nina,

The brand is also a member of 1% for the Planet

and at the heart of Vonadhona is creating products that showcase

(onepercentfortheplanet.org), a global movement where businesses

original artwork and have a minimal impact on the environment.

and individuals support environmental solutions by offering 1% of

The brand was first launched in 1999. However, after working

their annual sales to help environmental causes.

for two years on developing various products, the founders took a

“We are determined to stick to our core values of continu-

break due to personal and other commitments. And it was in 2017 that

ously improving our production. From the beginning we understood

Hussain along with Nina, who currently creates the artworks for all

that this will be a learning experience, we will face ongoing challeng-

their products, decided to revive the brand.

es, hence we are open to adapting as we go along, to embrace these

Vonadhona places emphasis on using materials that are
sourced responsibly.
Their Fair Trade certified t-shirts are produced from GOTS
certified cotton and are licensed with Global Organic Textile Stan-

changes, in sourcing the right materials to production and encouraging our customers to experience and live in a more conscious way,
limit their carbon footprint and respect planet Earth,” say the people
behind Vonadhona.

dards (GOTS). The brand’s swimwear line is produced from 100%

Vonadhona products are currently available from Sea Sports

recycled plastic bottles, recycled ghost nets and carpets, while all

and Island Bazaar in Malé, and their online shop www.vonadhona.com

their prints are produced using Repreve, a material manufactured by
recycling plastic bottles. The brand’s solids are produced using Econyl,
which is made from ghost nets and recycled old carpets.
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INTRODUCTION
TO

BICEPS
BRACHII

SURF FITNESS
DELTOID

TRAPEZIUS

LATISSIMUS
DORSI

GASTROCNEMII

QUADRICEPS

YOUR BODY IN ACTION
When you’re paddling in the water, your body performs a “pull”
movement where your back and shoulder muscles are dominantly
helping you out. During a pop-up or a duck dive, you’re performing
a “push” movement where muscles such as the chest and triceps
do the work for you. Your leg muscles help you a lot while you’re
standing up on the board. The core muscles are your best friends
whether you’re sitting on your board, waiting for the set to come
or simply riding the wave. They are also the ones, which help you
make your moves more powerful. How about the muscles that connect your upper body and lower body? These are the muscles in
your hip complex—and they play a vital role during your cutbacks,
bottom turns, aerials, etc. By now you realize that surfing is a very
complete sport and that your sports specific training will be an
exciting journey.
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PULLS & PADDLES

WHAT ABOUT MOBILITY
AND FLEXIBILITY?

Even the most advanced surfers spend only 3-5% of the time in

Now you know which muscles to strengthen - but what about the

the water riding the wave so we can imagine how much paddling

ones we need to lengthen (stretch)? The answer is EVERYTHING!

goes into one session. Whether you’re working on your muscle

Before we start a workout or a surf session, we should warm up using

endurance or power, your workout should include pulling move-

dynamic stretches. Similarly, you should cool down your body with

ments like pull-ups, lat pull downs and rows that involve muscles

static stretches, which will enhance your flexibility in certain muscles

such as your latisimmus dorsi, trapezius and deltoids.

if done correctly. This is also a crucial step to practice your sport
safely as it decreases the risk of sports related injuries.
Often times we forget about the mobility of joints - specially

POP-UP? PUSH UP!

our hips and shoulder. Working on our mobility is essential to stay
away from unnecessary injuries that are sometimes caused due to

Your pectoralis major, triceps and deltoids are all involved in per-

muscle tightness or imbalances. Perform mobility drills such as the

forming any push movements. To strengthen them, exercises

90/90 stretch to maintain healthy hips.

such as push-ups, dumbbell chest press, triceps dips will be very
helpful when they are included in your exercise sessions.

After mindfully working out your entire body, eat nutritious
food, sleep to recover well and keep yourself hydrated - and your
true athlete self is already here.

LET’S TALK LEGS
The moment your feet land on your board, all of your major leg
muscles such as your quadriceps, gluteus and your gastrocnemius will start to fire. To work your legs, add in squat variations,
banded gluten bridges to build the strength of your legs. Your
training outcome is bound to be successful by using functional
exercises that work a lot of muscles at once.

THE POWER OF OUR CORE
No matter what sport you do, the quality and strength of your
core is seen during your maximum performance. Having a strong
rectus abdominis and oblique is essential to surf fitness. Your
torso can brace, rotate, flex and extend. The road to success
involves working your core in all these directions. You can throw
in some rotation and anti-rotation movements in your workout
using resistance bands. Throw in BOSU balls, Swiss balls or an
INDO board to challenge your core even more in exercises such
as planks and side planks. Very often, your core can be trained
with other muscle groups too.

Dhafeena Hassan Ibrahim
Personal Trainer, Nutrition Coach, Sports Rehab Coach
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THIS

SWIMSUIT

GIVES
BACK

As a member of 1% for the
Planet we are committed to
protecting our only home by
donating the equivalent of 1%
gross sales through a combination of monetary, in-kind and
approved promotional support
directly to environmental
non-profits.
Learn more at
onepercentfortheplanet.org

vonadhona®

admin@vonadhona.com
w w w. vo n a d h o n a . c o m

